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Abstract: In a recent journal article [1], Luke Jaaniste and 
I identified an emergent model of exegesis. From a content 
analysis of submitted exegeses within a local archive, we 
identified an approach that is quite different from the 
traditional thesis, but is also distinct from previously 
identified forms of exegesis, which Milech and Schilo [2] 
have described as a ‘context model’ (which assumes the 
voice of academic objectivity and provides an historical or 
theoretical context for the creative practice) and a 
‘commentary’ model’ (which takes the form of a first 
person reflection on the challenges, insights and 
achievements of the practice). The model we identified 
combines these dichotomous forms and assumes a dual 
orientation–looking outwards to the established field of 
research, exemplars and theories, and inwards to the 
methodologies, processes and outcomes of the practice.  
 
We went on to argue that this ‘connective’ exegesis offers 
clear benefits to the researcher in connecting the practice 
to an established field while allowing the researcher to 
demonstrate how the methods have led to outcomes that 
advance the field in some way. And, while it helps the 
candidate to articulate objective claims for research 
innovation, it enables them to retain a voiced, personal 
relationship with their practice. However, it also poses 
considerable complexities and challenges in the writing. It 
requires a reconciliation of multi-perspectival subject 
positions: the disinterested perspective and academic 
objectivity of an observer/ethnographer/analyst/theorist at 
times and the invested perspective of the practitioner/ 
producer at others. The author must also contend with a 
range of writing styles, speech genres and voices: from the 
formal, polemical voice of the theorist to the personal, 
questioning and sometimes emotive voice of reflexivity. 
Moreover, the connective exegesis requires the researcher 
to synthesize various perspectives, subject positions, 
writing styles, and voices into a unified and coherent text. 
 
In this paper I consider strategies for writing a hybrid, 
connective exegesis. I first ground the discussion on 
polyvocality and alternate textual structures through 
reference to recent discussions in philosophy and critical 
theory, and point to examples of emergent approaches to 
texts and practices in related fields. I then return to the 
collection of archived exegeses to investigate the strategies 
that postgraduate candidates have adopted to resolve the 
problems that arise from a polyvocal, connective exegesis.  
 
Keywords: exegesis, polyvocality, polythesis, writing, 
practice-led research, design, PhD 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
From a content analysis of a large, local sample of 
exegeses (the theses that accompany creative works in 
practice-led higher research degrees), my colleague 
Luke Jaaniste and I identified a new, emergent model of 
exegesis in the creative industries [1]. We reported that 
the approach taken in the majority of exegeses in the 
study is quite different from the traditional thesis, but is 
also distinct from two previously identified forms of 
exegesis, which Milech and Schilo [2] have described 
as ‘context’ and ‘commentary’ models. The context 
model they describe provides an historical or theoretical 
contextual framework for the creative practice and 
carries echoes of the traditional thesis in assuming the 
voice of academic objectivity. While this ‘minor thesis’ 
may not refer to the practice at all, the commentary 
model follows a seemingly opposite approach by 
focusing (often exclusively) on the practice. It takes the 
form of first person commentary and is a reflexive 
account that provides insights into the challenges, 
insights and achievements of the practice. The model 
we identified combines these two, seemingly 
dichotomous, forms into an integrated thesis.  
 
We went on to argue that this new model is not simply 
an amalgam of the context and commentary models. By 
assuming a dual orientation–looking outwards towards 
the contextual field of established research, exemplars 
and theories, as well as inwards to the methodologies, 
processes, experiences, discoveries and outcomes of the 
practice–it is able to perform the function of connecting 
the practice with the established field of research. 
Coining the term ‘connective’ exegesis, we argued that 
this model not only connects the practice to an 
established field, it also allows the researcher to 
differentiate their work by demonstrating how the 
methods and processes have led to creative outcomes 
that advance the field in a particular way. It thereby 
situates the practice within a defined research trajectory. 
Furthermore, while it helps the higher degree candidate 
to articulate objective claims for research innovation, it 
also enables them, as a researcher-practitioner, to retain 
a voiced, personal relationship with their practice.  
 
We concluded by noting that, while the connective 
model offers these clear benefits, it poses considerable 
complexities and challenges in the writing. Unlike the 
traditional humanities thesis (and its offspring the 
context model), the writer of a connective exegesis 
cannot adopt a singular, objective, third-person voice. 
But neither can he or she simply assume the first-person 
voice of commentary. The connective model requires a 
reconciliation of multi-perspectival subject positions: 
the academic objectivity and disinterested perspective 
of the observer/ethnographer/analyst/historian/theorist 
at times; and the internal, invested position of the 
practitioner/producer at others. The author must also 
contend with adopting and integrating a range of 
writing styles: from the high academic styles of theory, 
analysis and exposition to the explorative, intimate, first 
person accounts of the diarist, reporter, and reflective 
practitioner. This requires inhabiting multiple speech 
genres and voices throughout the exegesis: from the 
formal, polemical voice of the theorist to the personal, 
questioning and sometimes emotive voice of reflexivity.  
 
Avoiding a fractured thesis, that simply conjoins two 
awkwardly juxtaposed or divergent parts, or abruptly 
shifts between expressive forms, requires the 
development of strategies that allow the author to 
reconcile differently situated perspectives and subject 
positions, and to transition effectively between the 
intimate ‘I’ and ‘my’ (methodology, practice, 
reflection) and the objective ‘it’ (the field, the data). 
That is, a dual orientation not only requires the 
researcher to adopt and synthesize differently situated 
perspectives, subject positions, styles, voices and 
accents; it necessitates weaving them into a unified, 
coherent and flowing text. 
 
In the field of design, the polyvocality of the exegesis 
may be further complicated by the use of design 
methodologies such as participatory design and co-
design, which inevitably require the researcher to 
embrace the collaborative ‘we’ along with the 
designer’s ‘I’. And designers must also incorporate the 
voices of others that are reflected in the quantitative and 
qualitative methods used to evidence outcomes and 
research claims–such as user needs analyses, focus 
groups, trials and usability testing. Embracing these 
responsive voices requires another reconciliation of the 
personal, and often informal, speech of others and the 
objectivity of the ‘data’ they provide. 
 
While the issue of orientation in the exegesis has been 
raised implicitly before (Sullivan [3]; Barrett and Bolt 
[4]; Biggs and Büchler [5]), the problem of integrating 
multifaceted perspectives and a plurality of voices has 
so far received little attention. Yet finding the ‘right’ 
voice/voices and composing them into a harmonious 
and seamless text is one of the most perplexing 
problems that postgraduate candidates face in writing 
up their research project. And, of course, this problem 
extends to writing up art and design research generally. 
 
In this paper I consider strategies for writing a hybrid, 
connective exegesis. I return to the collection of 
archived exegeses to investigate the strategies that 
postgraduate candidates have adopted to resolve the 
problems of structural integration of variant subject 
positions, speech genres and voices. Through the 
method of content analysis, I have identified approaches 
and strategies that have been developed by researchers. 
These are discussed in detail in this paper, with 
examples that illustrate approaches that have been taken 
to solving this problem. First however, I will ground the 
potential for polyvocality and alternate textual 
structures through reference to recent discussions in the 
broader field of philosophy and critical theory, and 
consider examples of relevant approaches to texts and 
practices in related fields.  
 
 
II. THE POLY-VOCAL TEXT 
The problems of polyvocality and the structural 
integration of variant texts are not unique to the creative 
practitioner struggling to write up their exegesis. During 
the past three decades there has been a broad critique of 
the monologic of academic texts, as well as the implicit 
assumption of a singular ‘truth’ that they contain and, 
consequently, experimentation with alternate texts and 
practices has taken place. Since Foucault [6] critiqued 
the notion of a unitary body of theory that filters, 
systemizes and orders in the name of an ‘objective 
truth’ cast by the privileged voice and centralising 
powers of institutions, there has been considerable 
theoretical and philosophical discussion on the viability 
of the bounded text that espouses a singular position, or 
knowledge claim.  
 
In addition, feminists, queer theorists, and indigenes 
have argued for the recognition of the partiality of 
authorship. For example, Donna Haraway [7] has 
argued that texts (writings as well as other ‘texts’ such 
as photographs) are inevitably invested with the author's 
‘situated knowledges’ and inflected by their prior lived 
experiences. Her argument (which is tied to gender and 
sexuality) echoes Bakhtin’s earlier discussion on 
‘accented social orientations’ (which are predicated 
upon class and political position) [8]. This argument 
that the ‘text’ is necessarily inflected by the author’s 
point of view leads to the inevitable conclusion that all 
texts are invested or, (as Haraway describes them) 
“wonderfully detailed, active, partial way of organising 
worlds"). Interpretation must be seen as one of many 
possibilities. This understanding of authorial partiality 
provides the first step in dislodging the thesis from its 
traditional form of ‘objective neutrality’. It supports us 
to accept–or perhaps even embrace–the writer’s 
individual and unique orientation to their subject. 
 
There have also been numerous critiques of the 
monologic text. In the 1980s and ‘90s various critical 
theorists began to argue against a centralised, logical 
and linear narrative, and proposed alternate possibilities 
of decentred, multilinear, matrixical and temporal texts. 
For example, in A Thousand Plateaus [9] Deleuze and 
Guattari proposed a structural model for the text that no 
longer follows the central support and binarised 
linearity of the arboreal model of reason, but instead is 
metaphorically based on the rhizome, where nodes 
interlink and intersect to form an assemblage, 
composed of 'lines of flight'. With their own book 
serving as an example they explained that: 'the tree 
imposes the verb "to be", but the fabric of the rhizome 
is the conjunction "and ... and ... and ...".'[9] Barthes 
similarly argued against the structural logic of the 
traditional text and, in S/Z, he described an 'ideal text' as 
one composed of interconnected lexia through réseaux 
(networks) [10]. And, in Driftworks, [11] Lyotard urged 
the writer to consider the possibility of a fluid mobility 
for the reader through dispersed and discontinuous 
fragments. 
 
As George Landow [12] has noted, such 
poststructuralist theorists prefigured the emergence of 
hypertext. The Internet’s instantiation of a decentred 
system of nodes, networks and multi-linear links 
between varied content, opinions and inflections has 
placed further pressure on the monologic, formal 
structures and practices of academic writing.  
 
The participatory form and polyvocality of the Internet 
(the coming to pass of what Foucault describes as an 
'insurrection of subjugated knowledges' [13]) has also 
applied pressure upon the unitary, singular voice of 
academic authorship. And the dialogic form of social 
media provides an even sharper contrast.  
 
But while the interaction of a multiplicity of voices that 
we see in our everyday encounters with various forms 
of online texts might provide us with an impetus to 
consider the possibility of emulating this matrixical 
polyvocality, we must recognize that this model is 
shaped by multiple speakers and their parallel and inter-
twined texts or speech acts. The exegesis is a single text 
and it must be sole-authored because it must evidence 
an original (ie. singular) contribution to knowledge. We 
therefore need to look elsewhere for models that 
provide us with strategies and approaches to sole- 
authored polyvocality. 
 
A useful way of thinking about a range of voices within 
a single text is provided by Mikhail Bakhtin. In his 
interpretation of Dostoyevsky’s novels [14] Bakhtin 
describes what he refers to as a heteroglosia: a hybrid 
construction that integrates the utterances of multiple 
narrator(s) and characters. Translated from the Russian 
term 'raznorechie’, heteroglossia literally means 
'different-speech-ness', but it is more than a textual 
device for the arrangement of multiple voices in 
dialogue. Bakhtin argues that, it allows different 
characters to take part in a clash between 'centripetal' 
and 'centrifugal' or 'official' and 'unofficial' discourses. 
The heteroglossia and its assumption of different 
subject positions and differing accented social 
orientations, involves tensions between voices and 
utterances and an attendant push and pull upon 
meaning.  
 
This provides us with a way of thinking about 
approaches to polyvocality that can assist in the 
advancement of narrative, and it provides the assurance 
that the positions that are assumed by different voices 
within a text need not necessarily be unified, or even in 
accord. In the case of the exegesis, this might be applied 
to the unfolding ‘story’ of the research, to help manage 
the tensions that arise between ‘official’ or formal and 
academic discourses and the ‘unofficial’ reflexive voice 
of the practitioner. That is, as in the dialogic novel, the 
author of the exegesis might assume different social 
orientations, voices and postures, which may not be 
homogenous, or even harmonious, but can nonetheless 
be combined through a dialogic form into a coherent 
narrative. 
 
Understandings of the relational interplay of voices in 
other forms of creative practice are also useful. 
McDougall [15] describes the forms of expression 
assumed by speakers/subjects/characters of a film. 
Instead of situated perspectives, McDougall focuses on 
the stance of the speaker and the forms of expression 
that are assumed. He writes: 
… perspective is not a function of who [in a 
film] is seeing or speaking but rather an 
indicator of a primary locus of expression. 
It can be most usefully understood as an 
emphasis placed variously upon first-person 
testimony, second-person implication, and 
third-person exposition. [p. 121]. 
Testimony assumes the speech form of “I” and is a 
mode of direct address; implication draws the viewer 
(“you”) into the film experientially through devices 
such as shot and countershot; and exposition involves 
the study of the activities of others (“they”) from a 
distance. He goes on to add a fourth perspective: the 
subjective voice, which, he argues, “is usually evoked 
in the intersection of … testimony, implication and 
exposition.” [p. 121]. 
 
For McDougall, these expressive perspectives are not 
inherent (that is, they are not the only possible forms of 
expression that a character could assume); rather they 
are attributed by, and orchestrated by, the director who 
has responsibility for the narrative coherence of the 
film. They are purposefully assigned and function as 
devices that allow the viewer to grasp the shifting 
perspective of the narrative.  
 
Alongside Bakhtin’s heteroglossia, this provides us 
with useful ways of thinking about the potential 
integration of interspersed voices and forms of 
expression (speech genres) that assume different 
postures and perspectives. It helps to frame the 
relationships between voices in the text and to shift 
beyond thinking simply about the polyvocality of the 
connective exegesis, to thinking about ways of 
combining different voices and perspectives. 
MacDougall writes that,  
[in] recent years one sees a movement away 
from the monologue toward–not even 
polysemic or polyvocal expression–but a 
polythesis: an understanding that comes out 
of the interplay of voices rather than merely 
their co-presentation.  
To form an integrated and coherent text that takes the 
reader’s experience of the text into account, it is the 
interplay of voices that the director (or author in the 
case of the exegesis) must be concerned with. 
 
While Bakhtin’s and MacDougall’s analyses provide 
useful insights into how a polyvocal text might apply 
polyvocality in practice, we must acknowledge that 
there are substantive differences between a narrative 
form populated by characters and the exegesis. The 
exegesis is more than a story, and its polyvocality arises 
from a single subject who writes from different 
perspectives within it. Nonetheless, while variations in 
expression may not emanate from multiple characters, 
the author of the exegesis can adopt the different forms 
of expression that MacDougall describes. First-person 
testimony, second-person implication, third-person 
exposition, and first-person subjectivity all can occur 
through different postures of a single subject. And, it is 
from the assumption of these different postures in 
relation to the practice, the reader, the field, the data, 
and reflection, that the dialogic tensions that Bakhtin 
describes as a clash between 'centripetal' and 
'centrifugal' or 'official' and 'unofficial' discourses is 
likely to arise. 
 
An example of academic writing that fulfills this 
possibility is an analytical text by Andrea Fisher. Her 
book, Let Us Now Praise Famous Women, [16] focuses 
on women photographers working for the US 
Government’s Farm Security Administration 
photography project during the great depression. The 
title–a play on the title of the classic, Let Us Now Praise 
Famous Men by Walker Evans and James Agee [l94l], 
establishes a clash between 'centripetal' and 'centrifugal' 
discourses at the outset, as Fisher sets her title against 
the title of this historical text. Criticised by some for an 
unconventional lack of historical and biographical 
detail, which one might expect in an academic history 
book, Fisher’s interpretation assumes multi-perspectival 
subject positions. She first reads the images as historical 
documents within the context of their making (as an 
historian), then reconsiders them by recounting her own 
experience of leafing through the photographs in the 
clinical and rarefied context of an official archive. This 
seems so at odds with her initial contextual framing that 
she sets out to meet one of the photographers, Esther 
Bubley. As Fisher put it, this meeting was “in no sense 
an interview, but rather an attempted exchange; for an 
interview would presume that the truth of these images, 
and the truth of their moment, could be spoken solely 
by their author.” By this point, Fisher has concluded 
that there is no objective ‘truth’ of these documentary 
images, nor any definitive reading. She writes, 
Our gaze continually returns to make sense of 
them again and again. And across our 
engagement with different meanings, the 
images provoke a crisis of the intimate–the 
chimera of a stable identity gives way to our 
manifold selves ... For the past becomes 
legible only in terms of our own coherence. 
… Across disparate approaches to writing, 
fragments of ourselves are provoked and set 
adrift. The writing of the subject's dispersal in 
relation to the image … the memory of 
meeting a photographer, and an attempted 
'historical' narrative may all float, side by 
side, as partial evocations of a related past. 
[p99 – 129] 
 
Echoing Lyotard’s Driftworks, Fisher argues that the 
historian-researcher must acknowledge, in their writing, 
the location of “ourselves as the dispersion of many 
selves”. Moreover, she provides us with an example of 
a text by a sole author that applies this attitude in 
practice. She assumes different subject positions and 
expressive speech genres: first-person testimony, 
second-person implication, third-person exposition, and 
first-person subjectivity. The story she tells departs 
from an historical narrative to assume multi-
perspectival subject positions and to reveal the tensions 
and in-coherences that arise between perspectives, 
interpretations, and discourses. 
 
Together, these various approaches to the text provide 
strategies that can help us to reconcile the multi-
perspectival subject positions and voices of the 
connective exegesis. Dislodging the primacy of the 
‘objective’ monologic academic text and the 
understanding of situated knowledges helps us to 
approach the thesis differently, and to acknowledge the 
partiality of authorship. Approaching the text as an 
assemblage sets up the structural potential for the 
assumption of multiple subject positions. And 
approaching the text as a heteroglossia allows us to 
accommodate the tensions that arise between differently 
situated voices, and not to shy away from clashes that 
arise between 'centripetal' and 'centrifugal' discourses, 
but to incorporate them as a driving force of narrative. 
And understanding varying speech genres such as 
testimony, implication, exposition and subjectivity, and 
seeing them evidenced in creative forms such as film 
and documentary practice, proves a model for the 
assumption of multiple postures in texts.  
 
And understanding that we are, as writers, “the 
dispersion of many selves”, each positioned differently 
in relation to differing texts, helps us to understand that 
we can confidently shift between the academic 
objectivity of the observer/ethnographer/analyst/ 
historian/theorist; the internal, invested position of the 
practitioner/producer/reflective practitioner; and the 
subjective voice that is evoked at their intersection.  
 
The question that arises then is no longer whether we 
can legitimately assume differing perspectives and a 
polyvocality within the exegesis but rather how, as an 
author of the exegesis, we might orchestrate these 
variant speech genres into a harmonious narrative 
coherence and move beyond polysemic or polyvocal 
expression (the co-presentation of subject positions) to 
a polythesis that provides a more complex 
understanding that arises out of the interplay of voices. 
 
III. RETURNING TO THE ARCHIVE 
The exegeses that I will draw upon to illustrate ways in 
which research students have tackled this problem are 
derived from a local sample of exegeses submitted to 
the Creative Industries Faculty at QUT–an Australian 
university that has been supervising practice-led 
research for over a decade. The sample is a subset of the 
archive referred to in the paper entitled, “A connective 
model for the practice-led research exegesis” [1] which 
reported on a content analysis, categorization and 
statistical grouping of 59 Masters and PhD exegeses. In 
this paper I will take a qualitative rather than 
quantitative approach. Instead of presenting an analysis 
of the collective archive, I will largely draw upon 
specific exemplars, chosen for the insights they offer 
into ways in which the researchers have contended with 
the problems of integrating the variant voices, 
perspectives and subject positions that comprise a 
connective exegesis.  
 
It should be noted at the outset that not all of the 
exegeses in the archive have contended with the 
problems presented by a dual orientation. As we noted 
in the afore-mentioned paper [1], around 15% of the 
sample took either a context or commentary approach 
and, because both of these approaches allow the 
assumption of a singular perspective, there is no 
evidence that the problems presented by multi-
perspectival subject positions and polyvocality were 
tackled at all.   
 
However, as we also noted [1], a large proportion of the 
sample (around 85%) do contain a combination of 
differently oriented approaches. While there is variation 
in the proportion, order and names of each section, the 
typical pattern of what we called the ‘connective’ 
exegesis contains the following broad sections:  
• Introduction: which frames the research 
project, topic and research questions; briefly 
situates the project within its field of practice, 
outlines the overarching methodology and 
methods, and relates the exegesis to the 
creative practice. It may also explain the 
impetus for the research. 
• Situating concepts: which provides a 
contextual, theoretical and conceptual 
framework for understanding the practice. It 
includes definitions and outlines the key ideas, 
theories, issues and concerns of the field(s) and 
how they are understood within the literature.  
• Precedents of practice: which situates the 
practice in its broader field(s). It identifies 
precedents (practitioners, exemplars, genres) 
and lays the ground for understanding the 
relationships and distinctions between them 
and the current research project. 
• The researcher’s creative practice: which 
explains the creative process through 
methodology and methods, and describes how 
the research unfolded as a process of 
discovery. It may include a description of the 
resulting artifacts and a reflection on their 
reception and effectivity.  
• A conclusion: which summarizes the outcomes 
of the research, including what was achieved, 
discovered and argued and may point to 
potential directions for future research. 
 
Some of these sections (the situating concepts, 
precedents of practice sections, and discussion of the 
methodology, for example) naturally lend themselves to 
a context approach, which looks out at the field and 
assumes an objective, academic posture and analytical 
voice. Others (the impetus for the research, and the 
researcher’s creative practice sections, for example), 
lend themselves to first person commentary and may be 
entirely reflexive. Perhaps unsurprisingly then, some of 
the exegeses in the archive have tackled each of these 
sections as discrete components, shifting chapter by 
chapter or section by section between context and 
commentary approaches, with attendant shifts between 
the orientations, speech genres, and voices that each of 
these models tend to assume. While each section fulfills 
a purpose within the overall exegesis when combined, 
they can also operate as independent entities. Indeed, 
chapters from some of the theses have been published 
as papers in journals, without mention of, or association 
with, the practice. This is usually the contextual 
sections, but it can also involve sections of the 
methodology, where a novel approach has been taken.  
 
This approach of combining context and commentary 
through discrete, differently oriented chapters or parts, 
produces a polyvocal thesis, but it is also a split thesis, 
with chapter changes signaling the demarcation 
between an externally orientated academic posture, and 
first person reflexive commentary. 
 
In the majority of cases however, these sections are not 
discrete, but function together as part of an integrated 
whole. At the least, the section on the researcher’s 
creative practice recalls and pulls through the 
contextual and methodological discussions to draw a 
relationship between them and the practice. And the 
introduction and conclusion also integrate both 
orientations and intertwine first person and third person 
perspectives (though again this may be internally 
sectioned).  
 
In many instances however, speech genres and shifting 
subject positions and voices are interwoven throughout 
the entire text. In doing this, some candidates have 
taken the approach of creating a discernable rhythm 
through textual and or visual devices which ring the 
changes of orientation. For example, in her DCI project, 
Graphic Design with a Soul, Sujinda Hwang [17] 
intersperses multiple perspectives through a persistent 
structural approach. Within larger discussions, she 
includes short bracketed interjections, which are 
comprised of consistently grouped headings: 
Contemporary Thinking; Journal Entries; Marketing 
Reflection; and Design Reflection–each followed by a 
paragraph written from a different orientation. As a 
whole, the bracketed sections are visually differentiated 
from the rest of the text through indentation and, within 
them, the recurrent themes are denoted by colour-coded 
icons that sit alongside the headings to visually 
emphasis the pattern and allow the reader to anticipate 
its arrival. This is an approach to layout that harnesses 
the visual principles of information design, which is 
appropriate to the field of study. Other ways in which 
researchers have visually denoted the changes between 
third person and first person speech genres within 
sections is through the use of italics (as illustrated 
below), indentation and the use of different fonts or 
justification.  
 
In a smaller number of instances, the integration of 
perspectives, speech genres and their expressive forms 
is more sophisticated and the exegesis presents an 
interplay between discourses. An example is the 
exegesis by Ali Verban on immersion through digital 
intermedia installations [18]. An extract serves to 
illustrate this interplay of dialogue and expression. She 
writes, 
 
what comes through most clearly in these 
discussions on VE or VR (so called 
’immersive art’), is that optical illusion, 
synthetic realism and symbolic representation 
are their primary goal and that the visual is 
privileged over other senses ... This leads to 
the suggestion by a number of analysts that 
actual physical three-dimensional space and 
the sensing body become ineffectual, if not 
redundant within the experiences they 
produce … An example of this is Char 
Davies’ Osmose (1995); a work which has 
been described as provoking the bodily 
experience of diving into ‘world-spaces’ that 
are metaphorical representations of nature.  
 
I encountered this work at the exhibition 
Transfigure … My recollection of this 
artwork is described below. 
 
The physical experience of this piece 
demanded that I wear a heavy head-
mounted display with a motion-tracking 
device to monitor my movements and a 
pad strapped tightly around my chest to 
monitor, relay and respond to my 
breathing. The exhibition assistant gave 
me a lengthy set of instructions on how to 
use the equipment successfully. Together, 
these factors completely undermined my 
perception of entering into and becoming 
immersed in the work. I could not keep my 
mind from focusing on the impact of the 
technological apparatuses on my body 
and what I needed to do with them. …. 
Although the imagery and sound created 
by Davies was engaging and beautiful, I 
did not, at any stage, feel physically 
immersed (absorbed in) the work. 
 
Grau views this work as a 'natural interface', 
a term frequently used in current debates on 
VR, while for me it was another didactic 
experience of engaging with illusionistic 
space. Osmose did not succeed in producing 
in me the qualities of immersion that I am 
particularly focused on and interested in. 
This was because I was distracted both by 
the intellectual decisions I was required to 
make in order to engage with the work and 
the distraction created by the apparatuses 
attached to my body. As the curator of the 
Transfigure exhibition, Alessio Cavallaro, 
suggests when he discusses the works of 
Davies, it attests ‘to our receding physicality 
in the world’. 
 
Here, we can see the expression of a tension between 
established discourses and authorial response; a push 
and pull upon meaning and interpretation; between the 
analytical and the experiential. It is not unusual for a 
thesis to reference the work of established authors to 
provide reinforcement of the researcher’s position or to 
refute a position through the provision of evidence to 
the contrary. But here it takes a different form to that of 
the traditional thesis. It is the combination of third-
person exposition (engagement with the texts) and first-
person testimony (engagement in an experience). We 
also witness first-person subjectivity, which arises from 
the intersection of these forms, for Verban goes on to 
explain that it was the experience of this work that 
steered her away from pursuing the interaction design 
through VR technology and towards other ways of 
realizing immersive experiences. It could be said that 
this decision was reached through the clash between the 
'centripetal' and 'official' (ie. established, authoritative 
sources, which reinforce the status of the established 
artist and approaches to interaction) and (during the 
time of writing at least) the 'unofficial', 'centrifugal' 
discourses of journaled experience.  
 
It is from the assumption of these different expressive 
postures that the dialogic tensions of, what Bakhtin 
describes as, a heteroglossia of purposefully ascribed 
speech genres arise. This narrative drive is established 
in Verban’s thesis at the outset through a series of 
evocative and poetic memories of immersive 
experiences. The introduction then objectively frames 
them as a back-story and impetus for the research. The 
subjective first person recounting of experience re-
emerges over and over again for different purposes 
throughout the exegesis, but always with the effect of 
driving the narrative forward. Overall, it forms a 
through-line that pulls the reader along a narrative 
thread of discovery.  
 
Another example occurs in a different thesis within a 
section on methodology. In Dialogues with a prototype, 
by Chris Denaro [19], tensions arise between 
established methodological norms. Denaro writes,   
 
I searched outside my field, and found a 
distinction between Technology Research 
Projects and Creative Production Research 
Projects. …  
Scrivener (2000) asserts that the 
common characteristics of Technology 
Research Projects are [summary follows]… 
 This is how I initially assumed my 
project would function. I would solve 
technical problems for the production, and 
contribute content to the final artefact. But 
Scrivener notes that creative-production 
research is different and can be summarized 
as follows: [summary follows]… 
If I shifted my process and operated 
under a creative-production research model, 
the final result could be allowed to have no 
obvious use and would not be required to 
solve design problems for a larger 
structured timeline.  
 
Within the exegesis, Scrivener’s analysis is indented in-
text through the use of bullet point summaries, and the 
differing methodologies are juxtaposed visually through 
their layout in adjacent columns. But the juxtaposition 
is also realized through the subjectivity of the 
researcher, as his approach to the research project fell 
unexpectedly into the column that was at odds with his 
disciplinary norms. We are therefore presented with a 
first-person testimony as it encounters the third-person 
exposition and results in a first-person subjective 
epiphony, which we, as a reader, bear witness to.  
 
An Honours thesis by Jacque Prior, entitled Typography 
inbetween: Mapping the emergent sub-categories of 
Modern Experimental Typography, [20] similarly 
wrestles with whether to position the project within the 
disciplines of art or design through a personal tussle 
with methodological texts. 
 
To illustrate the interplay of multi-perspectival subject 
positions in another way, we can take an excerpt from 
an exegesis by Patrick Tarrant, whose interdisciplinary 
practice-led research on Documentary Practice in 
Participatory Culture, [21] which is based in the fields 
of film and interaction design, required him to occupy 
multiple roles: analyst of texts and documentaries, 
theorist, methodologist, observer/ethnographer, reporter 
of events as well as participant in them, responsive 
filmmaker, (multi-lineal) storyteller, facilitator of the 
self-representation of performers and participants, 
collaborator, editor, interaction designer, reflective 
practitioner, diarist, and documentary publisher. In an 
introductory paragraph he writes: 
 
…to return to Nichols’ idea of there being 
three stories to a documentary, and my point 
about the increasing importance of a fourth–
the subject’s story–it need not be seen as a 
contradiction on my part to subordinate the 
subject’s story to my own. Rather, it is 
simply my argument that the subject’s story 
is of increasing importance to media 
producers and documentary film-makers for 
a variety of reasons, and that my method for 
arguing it on screen is to create a productive 
dialogue between my practice and theirs. 
But the distinction should be clear–although 
we might collide at the site of a 
participatory media event, my subjects have 
their practices and I have mine.  [p. 21] 
 
Here, within a single paragraph, we see the perpetual 
repositioning of the stances of the theorist and 
practitioner.  We see the theorist who has analysed and 
extended a theoretical text of an established researcher, 
the methodologist developing a process for production 
and reporting, the practitioner/documentary story-teller 
intent on the production of interactive and filmic 
narrative/s, the facilitator providing a forum for the 
speaking subject of representation, the collaborator in 
dialogue with the documentary subjects, the participant 
in an event, and the practitioner who reflects on the 
distinction of their practice from other types of 
documentary (and hence implicitly argues for 
theoretical innovation). Through necessity, there is an 
adoption of different voices and speech genres in this 
paragraph, which oscillate between the objectivity of 
the theorist, the insistence of polemicist, the neutrality 
of the narrator of the story of the research and the 
documentary film maker, the subjectivity of the 
reflective practitioner negotiating a stance, and the 
participatory voice of collaborator–who at once claims 
affinity with, and differentiation from, the subjects of 
the film (‘we’ and ‘them’). We see shifts between third-
person analysis and exposition first-person action, 
testimony, reflection and assertion, and second-person 
implication–for the reader is also drawn into the frame 
through the address “should not need not be seen…” or, 
in other words, ‘you’ (should not see). He and they; I 
and we; and the implicated you, all run through this 
paragraph in variants of personal, objective, and 
possessive pronouns. 
 
IV. ART AND DESIGN  
It is important to differentiate between the approaches 
that have been taken by creative artists and designers. 
As we have argued elsewhere [22], there are many ways 
in which artists and designers conceive of research 
differently. While both produce ‘artifacts’, we argued 
that they differ in terms of context; the form of research 
questions; methodologies, and processes of production; 
the casting of the artifact in relation to knowledge 
claims; and the explication of the value of the research 
in the exegesis. Moreover, they draw on different forms 
of validation through the voices of others.  
 
In the field of art, the evocative voice is more likely to 
be included, as it mirrors the evocative intent of the 
artefact. And, in the field of design, a more objective 
attitude tends to be adopted in relation to the findings, 
outcomes and evidence of their effectivity. Designers 
must also incorporate the voices of others that are 
reflected in the quantitative and qualitative methods 
used to evidence outcomes and research claims; such as 
the user needs analyses, focus groups, trials and 
usability testing. Embracing these responsive voices 
requires another reconciliation of the personal, and 
often informal, speech of others and the objectivity of 
the ‘data’ they provide.  
 
For the designer, the polyvocality of the exegesis may 
be further complicated by the use of design 
methodologies such as participatory design and co-
design, which inevitably require the researcher to 
embrace the collaborative ‘we’ along with the 
designer’s ‘I’. Disciplinary differences such as these 
complicate the issue of voices in the exegesis, since 
responses to research outcomes are conceived of 
according to the unique traditions and practices of 
disciplines.  
 
V. CONCLUSION  
From within the archive, I have focused on examples 
that span the field of art and design, and drawn upon 
examples that range in complexity in their approach to 
the polyphonic text and the connective exegesis. I have 
considered examples that range from those that 
alternate between differentiated sections (with 
transitioning provided through textual and visual 
devices such as headings and visual arrangements), to 
sophisticated compositions that provide an orchestrated, 
dialogic responsiveness that evidences the author’s 
testing and challenging of established ground in a push 
and pull on ideas, precedents and meanings.  
 
The latter is more than a polyvocality (the incorporation 
of multiple, differently situated voices). At its best, the 
connective exegesis becomes a polythesis: an 
understanding that comes out of the interplay of voices 
rather than merely their co-presentation.  
 
Writing up practice-led research in art and design then 
not only requires a developed understanding of 
disciplinary traditions, but also the potential 
orientations of writing, variant speech genres, and 
perspectival responses. It also requires resolving how 
this multiplicity might be interwoven into the structure 
of the thesis. This involves the mastering of a synthesis 
that oscillates between the author’s own multi-
perspectival first person and third person voices, 
incorporates the voices of authors, theorists and 
practitioners who foreshadow the research, as well as 
research co-collaborators and responsive users/ 
participants/audiences. And of course, ultimately, the 
exegesis will, in its turn, also be responded to in the 
continuation of the dialogue of its field, and ongoing the 
polyphony and clash of voices. 
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